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Abstract— There is much to gain from providing walking
machines with passive dynamics, e.g. by including compliant
elements in the structure. These elements can offer interest-
ing properties such as self-stabilization, energy efficiency and
simplified control. However, there is still no general design
strategy for such robots and their controllers. In particular, the
calibration of control parameters is often complicated because of
the highly nonlinear behavior of the interactions between passive
components and the environment.
In this article, we propose an approach in which the calibration
of a key parameter of a walking controller, namely its intrinsic
frequency, is done automatically. The approach uses adaptive
frequency oscillators to automatically tune the intrinsic frequency
of the oscillators to the resonant frequency of a compliant
quadruped robot. The tuning goes beyond simple synchronization
and the learned frequency stays in the controller when the robot
is put to halt. The controller is model free, robust and simple.
Results are presented illustrating how the controller can robustly
tune itself to the robot, as well as readapt when the mass of the
robot is changed. We also provide an analysis of the convergence
of the frequency adaptation for a linearized plant, and show
how that analysis is useful for determining which type of sensory
feedback must be used for stable convergence. This approach is
expected to explain some aspects of developmental processes in
biological and artificial adaptive systems that “develop” through
the embodied system-environment interactions.
I. INTRODUCTION
Although rigid bodies and high-gain motor control for
tracking precise trajectories are the basis for the design of
traditional robotic systems, there has been an increasing inter-
est of endowing robots with passive dynamics for locomotion
behaviors inspired from biological research. In biological
locomotion research it has long been realized that the control
systems have to work together with the bodies they are
controlling. As observed by Marc Raibert, the central nervous
system does not control the body, it can only make suggestions
[1]. An increasing number of legged robots are, similarly to
their biological counterparts [2], [3], endowed with passive
dynamics in the form of springs and/or pendulums, and have
demonstrated interesting properties such as energy efficiency,
self-stabilization, and simple control [4]–[9].
However, an important problem with robots that have pas-
sive dynamics is that we do often not know how to properly
control them. Because passive dynamics is intrinsically de-
pendent on the physical constraints of the environment, the
control architectures have to be highly dynamic and adaptive.
For the operation in complex environments, in particular, it
is useful for the robot to autonomously find the intrinsic
locomotion dynamics. Because the locomotion dynamics is
highly dependent on the physical constraints of the body and
the environments (e.g. body weight and ground friction), the
robot has to constantly and dynamically track and readapt the
control parameters to maintain the locomotion dynamics. This
is possible since body and sensors yield redundant informa-
tion and invariants, which a suitable controller can find and
exploit. After all, biological systems for locomotion control
are extremely adaptive and seem to fulfill these adaptivity
requirements.
Therefore, a successful control methodology needs to ad-
dress the following questions: (1) how can we stabilize the
controller-robot systems, (2) control them, and (3) modulate
their behavior. These requirements are not different from the
ones addressed with traditional linear controller design. For
robots with passive dynamics, however additional properties
of the controller are needed. Namely, (4) how to find in an
autonomous fashion the intrinsic locomotion modalities and,
because they can change due to the environment or changes
in the body, (5) constantly track and readapt to them.
We propose an approach that addresses the problem of how
to automatically and dynamically tune a controller to the,
possibly time-varying, properties of a compliant robot body
and exploit those properties for locomotion. In particular, we
are interested in designing systems made of coupled nonlinear
oscillators that are bi-directionally coupled to the robot for the
control of locomotion. In this context, it is important for the
controllers to be able to track the resonant frequencies of the
compliant robot in order to minimize the amount of energy
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that needs to be applied for obtaining locomotion. We do not
address the problem of mechanical stability in this work, we
are mainly interested in the adaptation problem.
In this article, we implement such an approach by using the
adaptive frequency Hopf oscillator [10], [11] for controlling
the hopping of a compliant quadruped robot. We designed
this oscillator to have several interesting properties such as
a structurally stable limit cycle and the ability to tune its
intrinsic frequency to the frequency components of arbitrary
rhythmic input signals. Particularly interesting are the facts
that the system is simple, that it does not require complicated
preprocessing and signal analysis techniques, and that it does
not require external learning/optimization algorithms (learning
is part of the dynamical system).
Oscillators for locomotion control have been presented be-
fore (e.g. [6], [12]–[14]), however the automatic, online tuning
of their parameters is usually not addressed. In some studies
the intrinsic synchronization properties of the oscillators are
exploited to modify the gait patterns slightly based on sen-
sory input. These studies use the well-known synchronization
properties of nonlinear oscillators, namely that an oscillator
receiving a forcing rhythmic input (e.g. from sensors) will
oscillate at the frequency of the input as long as the coupling is
strong enough and that the intrinsic frequency of the oscillator
is not too different from that of the input. This means (1)
that synchronization only works when the intrinsic frequency
is designed to be close to that of the input, and (2) that
frequency of the input is forgotten once the input is removed.
In contrast, our approach based on frequency adaptation has
three interesting properties: (1) it tunes the intrinsic frequency
of the oscillator, not the resulting frequency, (2) the intrinsic
frequency converges to the input frequency from any initial
condition (ie. even if it is initially very different from it), and
(3) after convergence, the intrinsic frequency keeps the value
of the input frequency even when the input signal is removed.
In previous work, we have demonstrated in simulation that
the adaptive frequency oscillators can be used to adapt to
the resonant frequency of the body and initiate locomotion
in crawling and hopping robots [10], [15]. In particular, we
illustrated how it could adapt to changes in body weight. Here,
we extend that work by applying the control architecture to
a real robot, the quadruped robot PUPPY II, and by demon-
strating that the system can deal with all the noise and time
delays of a real system. In addition, we provide a mathematical
analysis of the convergence of the frequency adaptation for
a linearized plant, and show how that analysis is useful for
determining which type of sensory feedback must be used
for stable convergence. Interestingly, this analysis explains
the experimental facts that the convergence of the adaptation
process can be achieved with the sensory information from
some sensors but not others (unless the sensor signals are
modified). As it becomes clear later in this paper, this finding
allows further insights into sensory motor-coupling of adaptive
behavior in robots with passive dynamics.
In the next sections, we first describe the adaptive frequency
Hopf oscillator and its application to the control of hopping
with the quadruped robot (Section II). Experiments show the
nice online adaptive property of the controller but also that
convergence of the frequency adaptation is obtained with
some sensors but not with others (namely with the inertial
sensor but not the knee joint angle sensor). We then present
a general analysis of a complete system composed of the
adaptive oscillator bi-directionally coupled with a linear plant
(Section III). We use that analysis to explain the robotic
experiments, i.e. how convergence depends on the modality
of the sensory information (Section IV). Finally, results are
discussed in Section V.
II. ADAPTIVE FREQUENCY OSCILLATOR ON A REAL ROBOT
This section explains the control architecture and the initial
experimental results with the robotic platform where we use
the adaptive frequency Hopf oscillator as a controller. The
aim is to motivate the subsequent analysis, more detailed
results on the robot experiments will be reported elsewhere.
We will see that we need to develop an understanding of
adaptive frequency oscillators in feedback loops to explain
the experimental results. And hitherto no analysis of adaptive
frequency oscillators with feedback loop exists. This article is
a first step toward this analysis.
PUPPY II is a small experimental quadruped robot for the
investigation of locomotion in robots with passive dynamics.
The robot has 4 servo motors in the “hip” joints and passive
rotational knee joints with a spring (see Figure 1). It is thus
under-actuated and has a very pronounced intrinsic body dy-
namics in terms of the resonant frequency. The used version of
this robot has several sensor capabilites: 3-axis inertia sensors,
touch sensors, knee angle sensors, force sensors under the feet,
and an IR distance sensor. From previous research (see [9]) it
is known that such a robot has interesting intrinsic locomotion
modalities which are closely linked with its passive dynamics.
So far however these modes where found by parameter tuning,
trial and error, systematic parameter sweeps or other search
techniques. Our research aims at finding controllers which are
autonomously capable of finding and exploiting such intrinsic
locomotion capabilities. We have shown in simulation how
very simple dynamical systems can find intrinsic locomotion
modalities and elicit them [15]. This robot allows to test the
presented approach on a real robot.
The controller consists of an adaptive Frequency Hopf
oscillator which has the form [10], [11]:
r˙ = (µ− r2)r + cosφ y (1)
φ˙ = ω − 1
r
sinφ y (2)
ω˙ = −1
τ
sinφ y (3)
where r, φ and ω are the state variables for amplitude, phase
and frequency respectively. u = r cosφ is the oscillatory
output signal and y is an input signal that is used to feed
sensory input into the oscillator. u (with an appropriate scaling
and offset) is used as position setpoint for the servos. If the
input y = 0, this oscillator exhibits a harmonic limit cycle
a)
b)
c)
Fig. 1. a) PUPPY II, a robot “dog” with passive dynamics (cf. springs
in the knee joints) and several sensor modalities b) Mechanical structure of
PUPPY II and sensor placement: 1,3: FSR (Force Sensitive Resistors) 2,4:
Potentiometers of the passive joints 5: 3-axis acceleration sensors 6: PSD
(Position Sensitive Detector). Circles with a cross denote actuated joints, blank
circles denote passive joints. c) Control structure used in the experiments: One
of the sensor channels is used to perturb an adaptive frequency Hopf oscillator,
the output of the oscillator (a state variable) is used to send motor commands
(position control). Thus, this system constitutes a nonlinear feedback loop.
with radius √µ and frequency ω. If the input is a rhythmic
signal the oscillator will tune its frequency to the frequency
of the input (see [16] for details). Note that this mechanism is
more than mere synchronization, it is real frequency adaptation
with a theoretically unlimited basin of attraction. τ represents
the adaptation time constant. Its choice is to a large extent
uncritical (here we use τ = 0.3). The higher this constant the
faster the adaptation, but also the larger the fluctuations around
the steady state value after convergence. In the presented
experiments, one oscillator is used to drive all four legs, i.e.
all four legs get the same position set point (i.e. hopping).
The aim is to replicate some of the results from [15] on a
real robot and then go further and explore more possibilities.
As input to the oscillator one of the sensors of the robot is
used. The closest match to the setup as in [15] intuitively
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Fig. 2. Results of adaptation experiments with the real-world robot a) The
frequency ω of the oscillator is shown as it changes over time (bold line)
adaptation using the z-axis of the inertia sensor: convergence.of the frequency
adaptation; (dashed line) adaptation using the knee sensor: divergence of the
frequency adaptation with increased rate around the resonant frequency b)
An experiment showing the advantage of using online adaptive controllers.
The body weight is changed from w1 = 0.905 kg to w2 = 0.695 kg. The
controller immediately adapts to the changed body property.
is using one of the knee sensors (sensor 2 or 4) as input.
In Fig. 2, the result of the experiment with the knee sensor
is shown. It is clear that with the knee sensor there is no
convergence. This somehow contradicts the intuition from
the previous simulation experiments. Thus, a more formal
understanding of such a system is needed to understand the
convergence properties. Furthermore, if however the inertia
sensor (sensor 5, z-axis) is used as an input to the oscillator,
a nice convergence is observed, the frequencies to which the
oscillator develops indeed correspond to a hopping forward
locomotion of the robot (see movies under [17]). Fig. 3
shows an example of the resulting hopping behavior. And, in
analogy to the simulation experiments, in Fig. 2b we present
the capability of the controller to readapt to change of body
properties. This dynamic re-adaptation follows directly from
the formulation of the controller as a dynamical system.
The question arises how we can understand the convergence
properties and ultimately can we use the insight to improve
the convergence properties or design the controller to converge
to another body property of our choice.
III. ADAPTIVE HOPF OSCILLATOR WITH LINEAR
FEEDBACK LOOP
In order to begin with the analysis of the system, the plant
(i.e. the robot) will be modeled by a linear time-invariant
Fig. 3. These snapshots show the hopping movement of the robot after the frequency adaptation has converged. There are moments when the robot has all
four legs lifted.
system. This is a simplification but as we will see in the
remainder of this article this simplification yields already
significant understanding of the mechanism that leads to
convergence/divergence.
Thus, in the following we treat the “body” as a linear
system. Therefore, lets assume the following systems: First,
a linear n-th order SISO (the “robot”) of the form
x˙ = Ax+Bu (4)
y = Cx+Du (5)
A is a n×n, B a n× 1, C a 1×n matrix, and D a scalar.
u is the (scalar) input to the linear system and y the (scalar)
output.
Second, the adaptive frequency Hopf oscillator as described
by Eqs. 1– 3. We set u = r cosφ. Hence, the Hopf oscillator
and the linear systems are connected in a feedback structure
through their inputs y (from the linear system to the Hopf
Oscillator) and u (from Hopf to the linear system).
As can be shown by linear systems theory, the linear system
can not generate other frequencies than already present in the
input u, it can however modify phase and amplitude of the
signal. Therefore, we can write:
y = Ar cos(φ+ α) (6)
where A = |H(s)| and α = arg(H(s)). (H(s) is the transfer
function of the linear system).
We begin the analysis of the oscillator by writing the phase
of the Hopf oscillator perturbed by an input y
φ˙ = ω − 1
r
sinφy
As outlined above we write y(t) to be the Hopf state amplified
by A and rotated by α
y(t) = Ar cos(φ+ α)
thus
φ˙ = ω − sinφA cos(φ+ α)
Using trigonometric transformations we can write this expres-
sion as
⇒ φ˙ = ω + 1
2
A[sinα− sin(2φ+ α)]
The results in [11] show that we have a separation of timescale,
i.e. the frequency adaptation process works on a timescale
much slower then the convergence to the limit cycle with
given frequency and radius. Thus, we assume ω = const
and investigate what the observed frequency will be. If this
frequency is different then the intrinsic frequency, it should
drive the slower adaptation process. ω = const also implies
that A and α are constants (s = jω). We evaluate the average
effective frequency with the given assumptions:
ω =
1
2pi
∫ 2pi
0
ω +
1
2
[A sinα− sin(2φ+ α)]dφ (7)
Since by assumption ω is a constant and therefore α,A are
constant, it follows that the first two summands are constants.
The last summand is a 2pi-periodic mean-free function, thus
we get
ω = ω +
1
2
Ar sinα (8)
Let us define ∆ω as ∆ω = ω−ω, which is a useful notation
to discuss convergence:
∆ω = ω − ω = 1
2
Ar sinα (9)
From [11]
⇒ ω˙ ≈ 1
2
A2
ω
ω2
F
− ω2 (10)
where
ωF = ω +∆ω
Assuming ω, ωF > 0 this means if ∆ω > 0, ω increases,
otherwise it decreases. If ∆ω has a zero crossing with a
negative slope (∂∆
∂ω
< 0), there is an attractive region around
∆ω ≈ 0. Therefore, we expect the adaptation of the frequency
to have a stable fixed point in this region. Hence, ∆ω gives
us information on the convergence of the system.
The magnitude of the linear system A = |H(s)| can not be
the determinant for convergence since it is positive, thus we
have to focus on the phase of the linear system α = argH(s).
We see that the term sinα determines the zeros and the sign of
∆ω, conclusively the phase of the linear system α = argH(s)
is the determinant for convergence of the adaption process.
We will come back to the use of the phase for determining
stability in the presentation of the examples. But first we verify
numerically the derived approximation.
A. Numerical test of the approximation
Indeed the result shows that the observed frequency is not
the intrinsic frequency. This can be confirmed by computing
an FFT on one of the oscillatory state variables (x, y) of the
oscillator (data not shown). Here we present another numerical
verification of the results.
To test if our assumptions and simplifications are correct
we can numerically integrate the differential equation (10) and
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Fig. 4. In this figure we compare the results of the integration of the full
system (Eqs.1–5) with the results of the approximation (Eq. 10): (blue) ω
from the integration of the full system, (red dashed) ω predicted by the
approximation. The dashed horizontal line marks the resonant frequency of
the linear system.
compare the results with the integration of the full system (Eqs.
1–5). As can be seen in Fig. 4, the approximation yields very
close results to the full system for ω 6= ωF (using parameters
from example A below). Looking at the reasoning in [11] it is
clear that the approximation is only correct if ω 6= ωF . Thus
the observed erratic behavior after convergence at t > 860 s
is clearly not a surprise and does not invalidate above results.
Furthermore, this erratic behavior is partially due to numeric
artifacts by integrating the equation in a straight forward
manner with a Runge-Kutta solver.
IV. EXAMPLES OF LINEAR FEEDBACK LOOPS
Now that we are confident that our reasoning is correct,
let us present two examples for a feedback loop with a linear
system. The linear system is inspired by a spring mass system.
It does however not represent a detailed modeling of the robot.
The two examples will replicate the basic observations in the
two presented experiments in Fig. 2. Thus, the goal of these
two examples is to show how generic linear systems model
for the plant helps to explain the convergence properties of
the complete feedback system. We also show that it is very
easy to reason for stability once the Bode plots of the linear
system are known.
The phase of a linear system is commonly drawn as part
of the Bode plot. Bode plots are a very fundamental tool
in control engineering for determining stability of feedback
loop systems, robust control performance, etc. We can thus
exploit all the knowledge experience and tools of working
with Bode plots for the analysis of our problem. This means
we have a very well developed, rather simple but still very
powerful tool to analyze the convergence property of adaptive
frequency Hopf oscillators in feedback loops. Furthermore,
it can ultimately allow us to design for certain convergence
properties, by engineering the phase of the system. This is
commonplace in conventional control engineering, thus very
well developed techniques exist.
A. Stable at resonance
Lets assume the following linear system:
A =
[
0 1
− k
m
−d
]
B =
[
2
0
]
C = [1, 0]
D = 0
This is 2nd order (e.g. spring mass) system, which possesses
a clear resonant frequency at ωr =
√
k
m
. The values of the
constants are largely irrelevant for the general result. For the
presented data we have chosen k = 272, m = 1 and d =
0.1. (Note that we use unit-less constants as their physical
interpretation can vary).
In Figure 5, we present the Bode diagrams for the linear
systems, and the result of the adaptation of oscillator. As
discussed above, the bode plot already gives us a hint for
stability of the adaptation process. More precisely we need to
look at function ∆ω, but since this is a second order system,
we know that the phase shift is maximum 2pi, thus the phase
can only have a single zero crossing. Since sin is a odd
function we also know that the sign does not change, thus
we can read the stability of the adaptation directly out of the
bode plot. In this example we see a negative zero crossing at
the resonant frequency, thus we expect the adaptation process
converge to the resonant frequency.
In cases where we have a higher order linear system, and
also for getting an idea about the quantitative behavior of
the convergence, i.e. convergence rates, it is indeed helpful
to look at the function ∆ω which we obtain in a straight
forward manner from the data in the bode plot and inserting
into Equation 8.
Thus, in this example we see that the convergence rate
should increase and come to a sudden stop. This is indeed the
case as can be seen in Fig. 5d, where we show the integration
of the full system (Eqs. 1–5).
B. Unstable at resonance
Now, lets assume the same system as above but we change
the coupling from the linear system to the Hopf oscillator (i.e.
“change the sensor modality”), by setting
C = [0, 0.1]
i.e. the second state variable of the linear system is now used
as input to the Hopf oscillator. Changing only the coupling
means, the system has the same resonant frequency as before.
Nevertheless, as we will see the adaptation does not converge
to this frequency. Again, in Figure 6, we present the Bode
diagram. As before by looking at the phase of the linear
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Fig. 5. A linear system for which the convergence is stable at resonance.
a,b) Bode plot for H(s), the dashed line indicates the resonant frequency.
Note that the phase has a negative 0 crossing at the resonant frequency, this
means the adaptation process has a attractor at the resonant frequency. c) The
function ∆ω = sin(H(s)). Strictly speaking we need to look at this function
to determine stability. d) Time series of the integration of the full system
showing the adaptation of the oscillator frequency ω. It is clearly visible how
the oscillator frequency adapts to the resonant frequency of the linear system
(dashed line), what corresponds to the prediction from the Bode plot and ∆ω.
Fig. 6. A linear system for which there is no convergence at resonance.
a,b) Bode plot for H(s), note that the phase has no negative 0 crossing at
the resonant frequency, this means the adaptation process has no attractor
at the resonant frequency, and especially ∆ω (c), is always positive with
a distinct peak at the resonant frequency. This means divergence of the
oscillator frequency ω with an increased rate to be expected around the
resonant frequency. d) Time series of ω. The prediction is confirmed by the
data obtained by the integration of the full system.
system we already gain insight into the expected convergence
properties of the frequency adaptation. This time there is no
zero crossing, and the rate is positive. Thus, we expect the
adaptation process to diverge. Looking at the function ∆ω,
we can see that the convergence rate should be very low, but
increases to a peak around the resonant frequency. And indeed,
looking at Fig. 6c this prediction is confirmed. Thus, with the
two presented examples we reproduce the observations in the
experiments on the real robot that we have convergence with
some sensors but not with others (compare Fig. 2 with Figs.
5/6d).
V. CONCLUSION & DISCUSSION
We have presented results on an adaptive controller adapting
and exploiting passive dynamics in a robot. This paper showed
that the proposed control architecture is able to find the
resonance frequency given by the passive dynamics of the real-
world robot. The convergence properties are further analyzed
by using linear plant models.
The experimental results demonstrated a number of poten-
tial advantages of the proposed adaptive frequency oscillator
in real-world autonomous adaptive robots. In particular, it is
important to note that this architecture requires no prepro-
grammed models of body dynamics, but it autonomously finds
adequate control parameters. The experimental results, how-
ever, need to be discussed further toward our comprehensive
understanding of adaptive control architectures.
The presented analysis has brought us a big step forward
in understanding adaptive frequency oscillators in feedback
loops. If we compare the convergence behavior of the system
with the linear feedback loops (Figs. 5/6d) with the results
from the robot experiment (Fig. 2) we see that the linear
systems already reproduce the basic features observed in the
experiment. We conclude that the linear systems analysis
is sufficient to understand basic convergence properties of
adaptive frequency Hopf oscillators with feedback loops. We
have shown that the phase shift of the linear system is the main
determinant of the stability of the adaptation process. Treating
the body as linear system presents the simplest case for
analysis but yields very important results. The presented work
is an important step towards the understanding and designing
adaptive controllers for robots with passive dynamics.
Furthermore, this paper also shows how with a description
of our adaptive systems in the language of dynamical systems,
we can readily explore it with powerful mathematical tools.
We have seen that Bode plots are a helpful tool for the analysis
but they can also help in the design of the controllers.
Such an adaptive controller is able to autonomously find
invariants of the sensor-motor system. The state of the con-
troller reflects these invariants (here the resonant frequency).
This states can serve as segmented behavior patterns which
can serve as a fundament on which more comprehensive and
sophisticated sensory-motor control can build on. Those be-
havior patterns need to be stable over a certain time otherwise
they can not be exploited. In a certain sense such an adaptive
controller extracts the slowly varying properties out of the
sensor-motor dynamics, and thus represents such meta-stable
properties. We can also look at the oscillator as a (very rough)
model of the robot of which the parameters are tuned to match
the real robot. Loosely speaking finding the correct frequency
for the oscillator corresponds to adapting the body schema (the
oscillator) to the real body. It is likely that the understanding
of such adaptive systems leads to an understanding of the
development of cognitive capabilities.
Future work: We have employed linear models for the
plant, but the situation on the real robot is a bit more
complicated, it needs to be seen to what extent linear models
are valid. In order to arrive there, linear models of the
sensor-motor modalities of the robot need to be derived. This
can be done either theoretically, model-based or by systems
identification methods. The prediction of the linear model need
then to be checked against the results obtained from the robot.
Furthermore, in future we can explore the design of con-
vergence properties by designing H(s) or adding additional
systems in the feedback loop. As an example, phase shift
elements (as used to ensure stability of linear feedback loops)
could be used to stabilize/destabilize the adaptation process
according to some needs. Design techniques for such linear
systems are well developed in control theory.
Furthermore, the implications and potential of feedback
loops of adaptive frequency oscillators with linear systems is
not fully explored and exploited. It is well possible that we
can obtain further results from the analysis of this system. A
further development is to generalize above system by using
MIMO systems in the feedback loop. MIMO systems would
correspond to the case where several sensors channels and
several actuators are used at the same time.
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